Electronic Assault Defense
Electronic assault is really common and it's a huge problem because it's
everywhere. They can get to you through so many different avenues:
your phones (cell and landline), your computers, your TV, the wiring in
your house, etc. We have been the target of many electronic assaults and
radionic assaults, so here are some of the things we do to combat them.
1. Get a Succor Punch from one of the vendors on ethericwarriors.com.
The SP is a first line of defense against surveillance and electronic
beaming. We have two SP's running in our house 24/7.
2. Dowse for ley lines around the perimeter of your house and place a
piece of orgonite directly on each ley line. That way these energy lines
can't be used against you. Do the same thing inside the house, especially
in your bedroom.
3. One thing that has worked really well for us is the Environmental
Harmonizer from Slim Spurling (www.slimspurling.com - follow the links).
It comes with an Environmental Clearing CD or mp3 which we have put
onto our iPod. Then we plug in earbuds to the iPod and position them on
either side of the small Environmental Harmonizer and play the
Environmental Clearing mp4. It works great for electronic beaming
and radionics. The harmonizer is kind of expensive but worth it to us.
We also play the high C tone and the emerald singing bowl tone through
the harmonizer, depending on what feels right at the time. You can
download those two mp3's on my site.
4. Read and practice my Dodec technique, specifically the Faraday
Dodec, which has helped some folks with electronic beaming. You will find
that on my site at www.donebydooney.com/boosting/#dodec. Read all the
dodec techniques to get the general idea and scroll down to the Faraday
Dodec.
5. Get some chunks of obsidian and put them around the house. Obsidian
absorbs negative energy and it's an inexpensive stone to buy. If you don't
have any rock shops in your area look on the internet.

6. Earthcalm.com has those pendants you can buy to wear on your body
for help with EMF's...maybe consider getting one of those. You can also
get devices to attach to your phone, computer, tablet and router to help
mitigate EMF's from those devices. I think dealing with the EMF's is a big
part of stopping the electronic attacks. You have to do whatever you can
to stay strong physically because EMF's weaken your body.
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